
    The Big-size Screeding Thermoplastic Road Marking Machine is a professional road marking 

machine with high efficiency, which is suitable for marking highway, urban road and local road 

with large construction square and so forth.

◆1.Engine: 37HP water-cooled electrical starting diesel engine with five-cylinder in-line that is 

environmental protection with low noise and displayer of water temperature, voltage and engine 

oil. The highest speed is 3000RPM and its fuel tank capacity is 50L.

◆2.Driving system: Imported oil pressurized continuously variable speed transmission system 

(HTS) with automatic brake device that can freely go ahead, back off and stop.

◆3.Driving speed: Forward 0-22km/h, back off 0-12km/h. Maximum climbing capacity: 15°.

◆4.Heating mode: Adopting advanced infrared gas heater or injecting diesel heater (alternative), 

saving more than 50 % fuels during construction.

◆5.Glass beads spraying system: Equipped with 120L pressurized glass beads bin with windows 

that can uninterruptedly spray glass beads. Equipped with single glass beads spraying gun, 

whose pressure, flow rate and spray width can be freely adjusted to ensure spraying glass beads 

firmer, evener and more economical.

◆6.Marking shoe: Equipped with hydraulic screeding marking shoe; structure board is made of 

imported special steel sheet with high-temperature resistance (2000℃), oxidation resistance and 

deformation resistance. It has much better stability after stamping. The plinth is the pneumatic 

screeding structure that is made of special alloy steel. Floor knife that contacts with the ground 

directly adopts imported hard tungsten steel knife-head. The precision manufacture technique 

ensures its better sensibility, abrasion resistance and firmness. The marking has more regular 

raised shape, evener and straight bottom line edge, and perfect head. The standard configuration 

of the marking shoe is 150mm. (Option for other sizes according to the needs of customers).

◆ 7.Electronic control: Set up various standard line type control mode to realize micro- 

electronic intelligent control; it can be freely adjusted according to the customer's personalized 

needs.

◆8.Chassis: Firm welded frame, four-wheel structure with a 500mm inflatable pressure-proof 

wheel. The operators can operate the machine sitting on the left or right and use the hydraulic 

steering to freely control directions. The stable brake system makes the driving more secure.

◆9.Paint tank: Equipped with cold rolled, anti-oxidant, steel conduction oil insulated heating 

tanks whose heating temperature can be automatially controlled according to the paints chose by 

users, equipped with erechy draulic stirring device inside it. The tank's capacity is 325 L.

◆10. Guide rod: The extractable hydraulic guide rod can change directions freely to up, down, left or right. 

◆11. Warning function: At the top part of the marking machine, equipped with warning lights whose flicker frequency (sudden flicker frequency) can be 

freely adjusted. The electronic warning arrow at the back (the flashing direction is adjustable) of  the vehicle can improve the safety of road marking 

operation.

◆12.Transportation: Option for the trailer with thermoplastic Pre-Heater that is convenient for long-distance transportation and melting.

◆13.Size & Weight: 5600mm (L) 2280mm (W) 2690mm (H)·2800kg (excluding the gas container, with a 150mm marking shoe).× ×

     This machine could be equipped with extra relative devices according to customers  requirements to realize integrated multi-function (meet construction 

requirements of thermoplastic, vibrating, high-pressure airless spraying, air auxiliary spraying, screeding type two-component and structural type two-

component).
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If you are interested in this product, please visit our website:  or email to us: www.dyroad.cn machine@dayucn.biz

http://www.dyroad.cn
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